
2019 Seminar | Session 4 
According to the Scriptures 

 

1. Introduction: Establishing the Problem 
a. To many, scripture presents a cord of revelation twisted together (visual) 

b. Literal interpretation + prog. rev. recognizes 2 script threads (P&M) - RD helps untwist 

c. BUT of 2,033 verses, Paul ref. the OT in ~268 (13%) (Romans 105 of 433 verses = 26%) 

i. “If Paul preaches the MoC, then why does he quote prophecy so much?”  

ii. Is the MoC found in Prophecy?  Is it unrelated/unhitched from prev. script? 

iii. Not new: Satan, Marcion, Muslims, liberals, Andy Stanley (seek to disconnect) 

d. Deeper Issue: These questions strike at the root of the unity & harmony of God’s word 

e. Imbalance = instability; Discordance = disunity – There’s a good fight here (Eph4:3,13) 

f. Inspiration: God’s words written, unbroken, unfailing (2Pe1:19-21; 1Cor2:13; 2Tim3:16) 

g. Then there must be a necessary relationship between P&M (Mystery requires prophecy) 

 

2. Mystery Requires Prophecy to Stand 
a. Have you experienced any confusion or consternation when reading these verses? 

b. Rom1:2;16:26; Ac26:22; 1Cor15:1-4,15; Gen6:8; Hab2:4; Heb11; Gal3:14; Eph1:13  

c. Is there a relationship between P&M?  A: Yes, the MoC stands on the shoulders of script 

d. Mystery requires the Christ of prophecy & our gospel his work of prophecy 

e. God has always required faith, sinners need his grace & Holy Spirit to indwell them 

f. No script→No Christ→No MoC | No DRB→No Hope | No faith→No grace, promise, Spirit 

 

3. Providing a Solution  
a. Still have a question: How is all scripture useful if it doesn’t contain the mystery? 

b. Consider 3 parallel threads of script: (1) Prophecy, (2) Christ, (3) Mystery  
c. Chord -def. uniting 2+ notes/strings to harmonize music/strengthen a rope (Eccl4:12) 

d. Accord(ing) -def. To agree; harmonize, which is precisely what Paul does in synagogues 
e. Discord. Grace folks experience cognitive dissonance at points where P&M intersect 

i. Points of Intersection: DBR, grace, faith, right., salvation, hope, the Spirit 
f. But, that’s precisely where God’s wisdom/power in Christ is magnified (1Co1:19-24) 
g. (Col1:25) The MoC fulfilled & revealed God’s manifold wisdom (Eph1:8-10; 3:10-11) 

h. The “mystery thread” adds strength to the chord…not a “new” harmony but its fulness 

i. MoC explains, establishes, enlightens, enables, excels, approves & perfects (2Tim3:15-17) 
i. Paul ministered grace this very way (Rom15:4; Ac13:15-16,43; 14:3; 2Tim2:7) 

 

4. Conclusion 
a. RD’ers, miss the next step (4): proclaim the concord/profit of the whole counsel of God  

b. Don’t miss the forest for the trees, the MoC accords w/ the script, magnified in Christ 

c. Though the MoC was kept secret, it is built upon the prog-rev & understand. of all script 

d. Today, grace/faith stand alone, the Spirit received by faith, Gentiles blessed w/o Israel & 

salvation is offered free & clear: Christ is all in all. 

 



Areas where the Mystery of Christ accords with, strengthens & magnifies all scripture: 

1. Explains. (Rom1:17;3:21,27;4:1-8) Reveals the GoC & the law of faith (i.e. right w/o works) 
2. Establishes. (Rom3:31; Gal3:22; 1Tim1:8,11) the proper function of law 
3. Enlightens. (Jn5:39; 2Tim1:1,9-10; Eph6:19) the mystery of life in Christ & of the gospel 
4. Enables. (Rom9-11; 2Cor3:6; Ac15:11) the ministry of Israel’s remnant, fall, NT & return 
5. Excels. (Rom2:17-20; 2Cor3:10; Phil1:9; 3:8) Magnifies & excels God’s revealed knowledge 
6. Exceeds. (Rom7:13; 5:20 → 2Cor8:7; 9:8) Grace abounds over, in & toward all  
7. Approves. (2Tim2:2,7,15; Rom16:25) Stablished, faithful, unashamed workmen  
8. Perfects. (2Tim3:15-17; Eph4:13) the man of God for ministry with ALL inspired scripture 


